We have investigated the dynamic behavior of cytoskeletal fine structure in the lamellipodium of nerve growth cones using a new type of polarized light microscope (the Pol-Scope). Pol-Scope images display with exquisite resolution and definition birefringent fine structures, such as filaments and membranes, without having to treat the cell with exogenous dyes or fluorescent labels. Furthermore, the measured birefringence of protein fibers in the thin lamellipodial region can be interpreted in terms of the number of filaments in the bundles. We confirmed that birefringent fibers are actin-based using conventional fluorescence-labeling methods. By recording movies of time-lapsed PolScope images, we analyzed the creation and dynamic composition of radial fibers, filopodia, and intrapodia in advancing growth cones. The strictly quantitative information available in time-lapsed Pol-Scope images confirms previously deduced behavior and provides new insight into the architectural dynamics of filamentous actin.
INTRODUCTION
Growth cones are specialized structures at the tip of developing neurites (Ramon y Cajal, 1909 , 1995 by which nerve cells seek out target sites and form junctions with neighboring neurons and other cells. Growth cones of advancing neurites develop flat regions, called lamellipodia, that contain dense arrays of filamentous actin that is dynamically organized into cytoplasmic networks and radially aligned bundles (for recent reviews, see Heidemann, 1996; Mitchison and Cramer, 1996; Welch et al., 1997) . In earlier studies, the dynamic architecture of the cytoskeleton in lamellipodia was investigated with the light microscope using differential interference, phase contrast, and fluorescent-labeling techniques. The movement or retrograde flow of filamentous actin (f-actin) from the leading edge toward the central part of the cell was visualized directly either by photobleaching or by photoactivating fluorescently labeled f-actin in living fibroblasts (Wang, 1985) and other motile cells, including keratocytes (Theriot and Mitchison, 1991) and neuronal growth cones (Okabe and Hirokawa, 1991) . In a series of experiments, Forscher and coworkers have used fluorescence and differential interference contrast imaging to describe retrograde flow of actin in Aplysia growth cones and to determine its role in growth cone motility (Forscher and Smith, 1988; Forscher et al., 1992; Forscher, 1993, 1995; Lin et al., 1996) .
Although these imaging modes allow the investigation of dynamic aspects of cellular architecture, they have limitations that are specific to each technique. For fluorescence imaging, the cell has to be loaded with extrinsic dyes that are potentially toxic or that interfere with normal cell functions; furthermore, fluorescence is gradually bleached by multiple imaging, making the recording of long-time behavior difficult; also, fluorescence visualizes only those structures that are specifically labeled, rendering all other unlabeled components invisible. Differential interference contrast (DIC), on the other hand, does not require staining or labeling; rather it images local variations of the refractive index in the specimen. Refractive index variations are rendered into a relief-type contrast that is dependent on the mutual orientation of the refractive index gradient and the optical shear specific to DIC optics. The orientation-dependent contrast makes quantitative interpretation of DIC images difficult and usually precludes their analysis in terms of molecular organization.
Polarized light microscopy can overcome these limitations by providing fast time-lapse measurements of cellular birefringence that can be interpreted directly in terms of submicroscopic molecular order (Inoué, 1953; Inoué and Sato, 1966; Sato et al., 1975; Oldenbourg, 1999) . The birefringence of fibers, partially oriented filament arrays, and other ordered structures in the living cell occurs naturally, as a consequence of aligned molecular bonds and submicroscopic shapes. For example, birefringence of aligned filaments is proportional to the number of filaments in the array (Sato et al., 1975; Tran et al., 1995; Oldenbourg et al., 1998; Oldenbourg, 1999) . By measuring the birefringence, one can directly infer the density of fibers and the number of filaments in a bundle, even though the individual filaments are not resolved. Measurements can be done repeatedly, in rapid succession, documenting the dynamic behavior of cell fine structure over long periods of time without degrading image contrast or adversely affecting the cell. As an imaging device, the polarized light microscope displays the birefringence, its morphological arrangements, and its dynamic changes within the whole field of view, giving further clues as to the origin and chemical nature of molecular order. We thus can gain direct insight into the composition and dynamics of molecular organization by measuring the birefringent fine structure in living cells.
These advantages of polarized light microscopy were exploited in live cell studies that addressed specific cell structures and their functions, such as the mitotic spindle (Inoué, 1953; Salmon, 1975; Sato et al., 1975; Hiramoto et al., 1981; Oldenbourg, 1999) , striated muscle (Taylor, 1976; Maeda, 1978) , and stress fibers (Soranno and Bell, 1982) . However, with the traditional polarized light microscope, one can measure birefringence retardation only in single points or areas of uniform birefringence at a time. Sequential measurements at many specimen points take an inordinately long time. Furthermore, the contrast of birefringent structures imaged in a traditional polarizing microscope is dependent not only on retardance but also on the orientation of the birefringence axis, complicating the analysis further. These shortcomings are particularly apparent in studies of motile cells that move about and that contain extended birefringent structures at several different orientations (Soranno and Bell, 1982; Ishigami et al., 1987) .
The shortcomings of the traditional polarizing microscope are overcome by a new type of polarized light microscope (Pol-Scope) that uses electro-optic modulators and digital image processing to measure birefringence in every image point rapidly and for all orientations of the birefringence axis simultaneously (Oldenbourg and Mei, 1995; Oldenbourg, 1996) . Images recorded with the Pol-Scope represent the magnitude of specimen birefringence, independent of its axis orientation, and display the measured magnitude in shades of gray or pseudocolor. In addition to the magnitude of birefringence, the Pol-Scope also measures the orientation of the birefringence axis at each image point. Thus, Pol-Scope images display measured optical parameters that can be directly interpreted in terms of molecular organization in the specimen. Therefore, the Pol-Scope significantly enhances the analytical power of the polarized light microscope and provides orientation-independent contrast that is not available with traditional polarizing and differential interference contrast microscopes.
Using the new Pol-Scope, we have investigated the architectural dynamics of birefringent fine structures in neuronal growth cones of Aplysia bag cells. As tip structures that are critical in pathfinding as well as in target sensing and recognition, growth cones play an important role in the formation of the neuronal network and its connections with other cells (Letourneau et al., 1991; Heidemann, 1996; McCaig, 1996) . Our results include the first quantitative estimate of the number of actin filaments in radial bundles of living growth cones. Using time-lapse recordings of PolScope images, we analyzed the dynamics of birefringent fine structures in the thin lamellipodial region. Our quantitative image records reveal the creation of actin bundles near the leading edge, their elongation to form filopodia and radial fibers, the continuous retrograde flow of filamentous actin toward the central domain, and the spontaneous formation and disassembly of intrapodia that are seemingly propelled by a labile and highly birefringent tail. Thus, our Pol-Scope images give new quantitative experimental results, in addition to showing more clearly what was known before or previously only deduced. The careful analysis of the quantitative information available in Pol-Scope images is leading to a more complete understanding of the architectural dynamics of living cells.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Aplysia Bag Cell Neurons
Culture. Primary cell cultures of Aplysia bag cell neurons were prepared according to the methods of Kaczmarek et al. (1979) and Knox et al. (1992) and were cultured on coverslips bathed in artificial sea water. Our findings reported here are based on observations of Ͼ100 growth cones in cultures that typically were allowed to grow for 1 d. For observation in transillumination with high-resolution light microscopy, the coverslips were mounted on glass slides with thin spacers (150 m) and then were sealed to avoid evaporation. After sealing, the preparation could be observed for several hours without visible loss of cell architecture or its dynamics.
Staining. Several growth cones were fixed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde dissolved in a solution containing 137 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 2 mM MgCl 2 , 1.1 mM Na 2 HPO 4 , 0.4 mM KH 2 PO 4 , 4 mM NaHCO 3 , 2 mM EGTA, 750 mM sorbitol, and 5 mM piperazine-N,NЈ-bis(2-ethanesulfonic acid), pH 6.1 by NaOH, and were stained with rhodamine-phalloidin and with fluorescein-labeled secondary antibodies to ␣-tubulin, as described by Forscher and Smith (1988) . After fixation, the specimens analyzed in more detail were only those that gave Pol-Scope images that were very similar to the living growth cone. For example, those fixed growth cones that showed substantially reduced birefringence of radial bundles compared with that in their living state were rejected. By observing growth cones before and after fixation with the Pol-Scope, we were able to detect even subtle fixation artifacts including loss and rearrangement of birefringent fine structure.
Polarized Light Microscopy
The design of the new Pol-Scope was reported previously (Oldenbourg and Mei, 1995; Oldenbourg, 1996) . Briefly, the Pol-Scope is based on the traditional polarized light microscope, in which the crystal compensator is replaced by a universal compensator made from two liquid crystal devices (Cambridge Research and Instrumentation, Cambridge, MA; http://www.cri-inc.com). (Cambridge Research and Instrumentation also offers a commercial version of the Pol-Scope.) Electrical voltages applied to the liquid crystals control the polarization of the illuminating light that is switched between four predetermined polarization states of known ellipticities and principal axis orientations. In rapid succession, a video camera records specimen images for each of the polarization states and transfers the raw image data to a computer. On the basis of polarimetric algorithms, the raw image data are converted computationally to images representing the birefringence of the specimen in each image point, typically 640 ϫ 480 pixels. The computed magnitude image shows all anisotropic structures, regardless of their axis orientation. As opposed to that in traditional polarized light micrographs, the contrast of birefringent fine structures in the magnitude image does not depend on the orientation of the specimen. In addition to the magnitude, the Pol-Scope software also computes the orientations of the slow birefringence axes for each image point, using the same data set of four raw images.
Birefringence expresses the difference of refractive index experienced by two orthogonally polarized light waves traversing a specimen. The Pol-Scope measures birefringence as birefringence retardation, also called retardance, that indicates the relative displacement of the two orthogonally polarized wave fronts after traversing the specimen. Hence, the retardance magnitude is given as a length in nanometers, expressing this displacement. In PolScope images, retardance magnitude is typically displayed as a gray value between black and white, black indicating zero retardance and white indicating the maximum retardance displayed in the image. To enhance image contrast, pseudocolors can be used instead.
In addition to the magnitude, the Pol-Scope also measures the orientation of the slow axis of birefringence in each image point. The slow axis at a given image point corresponds to the orientation of the linear polarization of light that experiences the highest refractive index when traversing the specimen at that point.
The uncertainty of birefringence measurements in Pol-Scope images of the Aplysia growth cone corresponded to 0.06 nm (SD) for the retardance magnitude. The SD was derived from the noise floor in image areas without any specimen birefringence. The uncertainty of slow axis orientations is typically 2°(SD). (The SD of the slow axis orientation measured at a given image point is inversely proportional to the magnitude of retardance at that point.) The following is a list of instrument parts and settings used for the current study. We used a Nikon Microphot SA microscope equipped with an apochromat, oil-immersion condenser lens with an aperture diaphragm (maximum numerical aperture of 1.4, typically set to 1.0 [see Oldenbourg et al., 1998] ) and a 60ϫ/1.4 numerical aperture plan apochromat objective lens, both selected for low-polarization aberrations (all from Nikon, Melville, NY); a mercury arc lamp followed by an Ellis light scrambler (Technical Video, Woods Hole, MA) to illuminate homogeneously the back aperture of the condenser; and a narrow bandpass interference filter (546 nm; 10 nm FWHM; Omega Optical, Brattleboro, VT) to select the green mercury line for monochromatic illumination. For the Pol-Scope setup, the liquid crystal devices from Cambridge Research and Instrumentation were placed in the transillumination path before the condenser of the microscope, and a circular analyzer was added after the objective. For the birefringence measurements, a liquid crystal-detuning parameter (swing value) of 16 nm was used.
The findings reported here are based on the recording and careful analysis of Ͼ100 time-lapse records. A time-lapse record typically lasted over 15-30 min, with data recorded at time intervals of 5-30 s. For each time point, sets of four raw image data were recorded that were subsequently used to compute specimen retardances. Raw images were recorded using a video camera (charge-coupled device camera C72 from Dage/MTI, Michigan City, IN), eight-bit analogto-digital conversion (frame grabber AG-5 from Scion, Frederick, MD), and eight frame averaging to reduce camera-read noise. The total time elapsed during the recording of raw image data for one time point was 1.5 s. Computed retardance images were assembled into time-lapse movies that can be played back on computer or video screens using standard hardware and software.
RESULTS
Using the new Pol-Scope technique, we made time-lapse recordings of the birefringent fine structure in the growth cones of Aplysia bag cell neurons. A single frame of a time-lapse record representing the major structural elements is shown in Figure 1 . The graph in Figure 1 illustrates the quantitative nature of image records, in which each pixel holds the retardance value measured in the specimen at that location. In the RESULTS, we introduce the major birefringent elements of lamellipodia and report their dynamic behavior. We will also present evidence that birefringent fibers in the lamellipodium stain with rhodamine-phalloidin and are therefore based on filamentous actin. In the DISCUSSION, we will consider the interpretation of the quantitative and dynamic birefringence information and discuss it in light of previous findings of actin structure and dynamics in the growth cone. In the APPENDIX, we present a more detailed analysis of the birefringent fine structure of the leading edge of the growth cone.
Birefringent Fine Structure in Lamellipodia
Growth cones of Aplysia bag cells form large and thin lamellipodia with a width of several times 10 m and a thickness of only 1 m or less near the leading edge. Because the lamellipodia are so thin, their images are unencumbered by out-of-focus information and can be analyzed directly without image restoration. Figure 1 shows a Pol-Scope image of an Aplysia bag cell growth cone. Aside from the highly birefringent central domain, which contains vesicles and dense arrays of parallel fibers, the figure shows the thin, veil-like lamellar domain of the growth cone with filopodia at the leading edge and radial fibers extending from filopodia backward to the central domain. In addition, transient birefringent patches are located between radial fibers in the lamellipodium and in the transition region between the thin lamellipodium and the thicker central domain. This transition region can also spawn highly motile intrapodia with strongly birefringent tails. In the following we briefly describe the birefringence of each of these structural elements. the Pol-Scope, shows the peripheral lamellar domain containing radially aligned birefringent fibers that end in filopodia at the leading edge of the growth cone. The graph in the top center shows the retardance magnitude, in nanometers, measured along a three-pixel-wide strip that is indicated by a horizontal white bar below the graph. The measured peak retardance in radial fibers can be interpreted in terms of the number of filaments in the fibers. Near the bottom, the image shows the central domain, which is filled with vesicles and highly birefringent fibers. On the bottom left, a region is outlined, and its image contrast is enhanced to show clearly the diffuse birefringent patches located mainly in the transition region between the thin lamellar and thicker central domain. The arrow near the center of the image points to a spontaneously formed intrapodium with its strongly birefringent tail. The image is one frame of a time-lapse record that reveals the architectural dynamics of the cytoskeleton including the formation of new filopodia and radial fibers and the continuous retrograde flow of birefringent elements in the peripheral domain. The top left corner of the image contains a gray horizontal bar with the retardance scale and a 10 m scale bar. fiber axis (Figure 2 ), in accordance with earlier findings for other protein fibers (Oldenbourg et al., 1998) .
Filopodia. The core birefringence of filopodia can be as high as 1-nm retardance (Figure 1 ) and has a slow axis orientation that is parallel to the filopodium axis (Figure 2 ). The core is surrounded by a second layer of birefringence that has a slow axis orientation that is perpendicular to the filopodium axis except near the tip. At the tip the second layer frequently forms a somewhat enlarged circle with slow axis directions pointing radially outward.
The Leading Edge. The leading edge is imaged as a birefringent double layer. (We use the term leading edge for the most advanced, front edge of a lamellipodium.) The two layers have birefringence axes that are oriented orthogonally to each other (Figure 2 ). The retardance magnitude of these layers varies with position and time, averaging 0.3 nm on the cytoplasmic side and 0.25 nm on the extracellular side. Although a convenient indicator of the location of the cell membrane, the double layer does not represent the lipid bilayer but is caused by membrane structures and by an edge effect marking the change in refractive index across the membrane. The cell membrane separates the denser cytoplasm from the outside medium that has a refractive index close to that of water. The birefringent double layer is thus, in part, caused by a steep refractive index gradient across the membrane (Oldenbourg, 1991) . The same refractive index gradient is also responsible for the optical appearance and the relief effect of the cell membrane imaged by differential interference contrast microscopy (see also the APPENDIX).
Birefringent Patches. In the lamellipodium one can see birefringent patches ( Figure 1 ) located between the radial fibers. Their birefringence is weaker than those of the radial fibers, and their slow axis tends to be oriented perpendicular to the fibers (Figure 3 ). These patches are more prominent in some regions of the lamellipodium than in other regions. Typically, the patches are observed behind an active, often advancing leading edge that has a dense and mobile array of filopodia and radial fibers.
Intrapodia. Spike-like, fast-moving aggregates ( Figure  1 ) can form spontaneously in the lamellipodial region. These so-called intrapodia (Rochlin et al., 1997) leave a highly birefringent tail in their wake. The slow axis orientation of the birefringence is parallel to the tail (Figure 4) , consistent with the understanding that parallel fiber arrays form the tail.
Dynamics of Birefringence in Lamellipodia
In this section we will analyze some of the dynamic behavior of filopodia, radial fibers, and the birefringent elements in the growth cone that participate in retrograde flow away from the leading edge and toward the central domain. Most growth cones studied were slowly advancing at a speed of not Ͼ1 m/min, Figure 2 . Radial fibers and filopodia near the leading edge recorded by the Pol-Scope (highly enlarged with digital smoothing). The retardance magnitude image is overlaid by short lines indicating the orientations of the slow birefringence axis measured in each location. The birefringence of radial fibers and the cores of filopodia have slow axis orientations that are parallel to the fiber axis. The cell membrane at the leading edge is imaged as a birefringent double layer with mutually orthogonal slow axis orientations. The double layer does not represent the lipid bilayer but is mainly caused by the refractive index difference between the optically denser cytoplasm and the surrounding medium. The slow axis of the double layer is parallel to the interface at the high-refractive index side (cytoplasm) and perpendicular to the interface at the low-refractive index side (medium) (Oldenbourg, 1991) . White corresponds to 0.34-nm retardance. Slow axis orientations are typically shown for every second pixel in the horizontal and vertical direction of the original video frame. Bar, 1 m.
which is considerably slower than the speed of retrograde flow (3.1 m/min). (All velocities given in this article were measured in the laboratory frame of reference.) The architectural dynamics of the living growth cone is vividly demonstrated and available for quantitative analysis in two QuickTime movies accompanying this article. We also composed still-frame sequences to illustrate some of the dynamic aspects of birefringent elements of the growth cone.
Generation and Dynamics of Filopodia and Radial
Fibers. Figure 5 shows the creation of new birefringent fibers and filopodia near the leading edge of the growth cone. We found that the creation of new filopodia is typically preceded by the appearance of a birefringent spot at the leading edge. The slow axis of birefringence in the spot is oriented approximately perpendicular to the edge. The spot then grows at a constant rate (1.8 Ϯ 0.2 m/min; mean Ϯ SD; n ϭ 12, where n is the number of observations) into a fiber that seems to push the filopodium out of the leading edge. The slow axis of the central part of the filopodial birefringence is parallel to the long axis of the fiber inside; hence it has the same orientation as the spot birefringence. New filopodia are often tilted with an angle of 60 Ϯ 8°(n ϭ 16) to the leading edge. We have observed that some regions of the leading edge generate more new filopodia than other regions. Those highly productive regions tend to launch filopodia in regular time intervals and in the same direction with the same tilt angel (Movies 1 and 2) . In their early stage, most newly formed filopodia have no detectable birefringent fibers in the peripheral lamellar region near the edge.
After the birefringent fiber and filopodium extend forward, a radial fiber appears and elongates in the lamellipodium toward the center of the growth cone. Figure 1 with slow axis overlay [see Figure 2] ). Arrowheads point to some of the stronger birefringent patches that are not directly associated with radial fibers. These patches tend to be elongated in the direction perpendicular to the radial fibers, and their slow axis orientation is parallel to the elongation direction. The retardance scale is given at the top. Slow axis orientations are indicated for every second pixel. Bar, 1 m. Near the leading edge, the rate of elongation (6.1 Ϯ 1.0 m/min; n ϭ 12) of the detected end point of the birefringent radial fiber is about three times the rate of elongation of a new filopodium. After the fiber has grown Ͼ1 m long into the lamellipodium, its rate of elongation reduces to the speed of retrograde flow that is also exhibited by other birefringent fine structures in the region.
Tilted filopodia and fibers move laterally, sometimes crossing over several neighboring filopodia and fibers (Movies 1 and 2) . A few of the new filopodia eventually change their angle to lie parallel to neighboring filopodia, stop their lateral travel, and become stable filopodia themselves. Stable filopodia, in turn, can become unstable; they can start to tilt with respect to the leading edge and to travel laterally. The majority of tilted, traveling filopodia fuse with one of their more stable neighbors ( Figure 5 ). The fusion starts at the tip of the traveling filopodium where it forms a branching point with its stable neighbor. As the fusion progresses, the branching point moves down the length of the filopodia and then that of the radial fibers in the lamellipodial region. The birefringence of the fused fiber, when measured immediately after the fusion process, is approximately the sum of the individual fibers, suggesting that the number of filaments in the fused fiber is the sum of the filaments in each fiber. In some cases, a transient apical elongation of a stable filopodium occurs after it fuses with a neighbor (Movies 1 and 2). The elongation over a few micrometers often lasts for ϳ1 min, at which point the filopodium returns to its initial length. In some fusion events, a region of high birefringence in the fused bundle appears to "separate" from the leading edge and, without changing its length, to slide down along the radial fiber bundle (Figure 6 ). This observation suggests that one of the fused fibers detaches from the leading edge and slides down the remaining fiber toward the central domain.
Retrograde Flow. The sliding fiber and the branching point of fusing fibers are two transient elements of the birefringent fine structure in the peripheral domain of the growth cone that exhibit retrograde movement from the leading edge back to the central domain (Figures 5 and 6 ). We found other structural elements that exhibit retrograde flow, including kinks or birefringent swirls that occur spontaneously in radial fibers. The weak but discernible patches of birefringence (Figures 1 and 3) , which fill the space between radial fibers, also participate in retrograde flow. All these structural elements move toward the center of the growth cone at the same average speed of 3.1 Ϯ 0.5 m/min (n ϭ 20), which is independent of the rate of advance of the leading edge. The retrograde flow of birefringent structural elements is vividly displayed in Movies 1 and 2.
Intrapodia. In many growth cones, we observed highly motile objects that formed spontaneously and were seemingly propelled by a highly birefringent tail Figure 5 . Magnified time-lapse record showing the creation of a birefringent fiber and filopodium. The retardance magnitude is in pseudocolor; the numbers below each record give the time in seconds elapsed since the first record. The formation of the filopodium is preceded by the appearance of a birefringent spot at the leading edge of the growth cone (arrow in the 5-sec record). The spot elongates into a filopodium and generates a visible actin bundle (arrow in the 55-sec record) that extends toward the center of the lamellipodial region. The newly formed filopodium and fiber are tilted to one side, move laterally, and fuse with a neighboring, stable filopodium (85-to 105-sec records). In the 5-to 95-sec records, the same stable filopodium is seen to fuse with another filopodium and fiber, generated earlier. Lower right, pseudocolor retardance scale in nanometers. Bar, 2 m.
Birefringence Imaging of f-Actin Dynamics
Vol. 10, January 1999( Figures 1 and 4 and Movie 1). Recently, these spontaneously formed structures were labeled intrapodia (Rochlin et al., 1997) . They resemble the actin-rich structures induced by intracellular pathogens (e.g., Listeria [Dabiri et al., 1990; Sanger et al., 1992; Theriot et al., 1992] ) or by extracellular polycation-coated beads (inductopodia [Forscher et al., 1992] ). Our time-lapse records demonstrate that one end of the tail remains almost stationary, whereas the other end moves with high speed (8.31 ϩ 1.56 m/min; n ϭ 11) on a seemingly random path. After the tail is formed, it does participate in retrograde flow and moves to the transition region near the central domain where it is seemingly disassembled, like other f-actin-based structures, and disappears.
Birefringence of f-Actin-Stained Structures
To ascertain which of the birefringent fine structures in the peripheral domain of the growth cone are based on filamentous actin, we fixed Aplysia bag cells, labeled them with rhodamine-phalloidin, and imaged them with fluorescence microscopy, with the PolScope, and, for comparison, with DIC microscopy. Figure 7 shows a growth cone shortly before and after fixation, both times imaged with the Pol-Scope and DIC. The fixed growth cone was double labeled with rhodamine-phalloidin and fluorescein-tagged secondary antibodies to ␣-tubulin to show the distribution of microtubules that were found concentrated in the central region of the growth cone. Rhodamine-phalloidin stains the f-actin-rich peripheral domain with radially aligned actin bundles. A close examination of birefringence and fluorescence images of the peripheral, actinrich region reveals that radial actin bundles in the fluorescence images were identical to the radial birefringent fibers in Pol-Scope images.
The space-filling network of actin filaments in the lamellipodium appears as a continuous rhodamine stain between the radial bundles. In the birefringence images, the actin network causes an increased retardance magnitude recorded as birefringent patches located between radial bundles. Both the magnitude of retardance and the density of the continuous fluorescence increase toward the thicker portion of the lamellipodium near the central domain (Figure 7, C and E) . However, the increase in fluorescence considerably exceeds the increase in retardance magnitude, indicating that actin filaments in the thicker, more densely packed transition region lack preferential orientation. In fact, the measured slow axis orientation of the weak birefringent patches between radial actin bundles in the lamellipodium of fixed growth cones varies randomly over short distances, whereas the slow axis orientation in the living growth cone is more homogeneous, corresponding to the larger birefringence patches observed in the living growth cone. Although birefringence patches in the fixed growth cone are distinctly smaller in size, their average retardance magnitude is higher than that in the living growth cone (compare brightness levels of corresponding regions in Figure 7 , A and C).
As additional observations, we note that the front edge of the lamellipodium shows no elevated rhodamine-phalloidin staining. This indicates that there is no enhanced concentration of actin filaments at the front edge, supporting the interpretation that the birefringent double layer at the front edge is caused mainly by edge birefringence. Furthermore, the actin bundles inside filopodia stain only weakly with rhodamine-phalloidin, compared with the increased retardance magnitude of filopodia.
DISCUSSION
Birefringence in the Peripheral Domain Is Mostly Actin-based
The fluorescence images in Figure 7 show the f-actinrich peripheral domain with radially aligned actin bundles and the microtubule-rich central domain with little actin-based structures, as reported previously (Yamada et al., 1971; Tosney and Wessells, 1983; Forscher and Smith, 1988; Bridgman and Dailey, 1989) . The transition region between the lamellar and central domain contains both f-actin and microtubules and seems to provide a zone of enhanced interaction between the two filament networks populating each domain. The weak birefringence located between radial fibers in the thin lamellipodial region is distinctly different in its organization between the living and fixed growth cone. Under the likely assumption that this birefringence can be attributed in both specimens to the actin network (rather than to membrane, membrane remnants, or cytoskeletal structures other than actin), the difference in birefringent fine structure can be interpreted in terms of the difference in network organization. It then seems likely upon fixation that the homogeneous actin network in the living cell is disrupted and collapses in the fixed cell into a more heterogeneous network with smaller regions of more highly ordered filaments.
In an earlier study, we reported the elimination of all dynamic birefringent elements in lamellipodia of living growth cones by treating them with cytochalasin B (Katoh et al., 1997) . This is further evidence that the dynamic birefringent structures such as radial fibers and birefringent patches between fibers are indeed f-actin based (Yamada et al., 1970; Forscher and Smith, 1988) .
Birefringent Fine Structure in Lamellipodia
Radial Fibers. The birefringence of a radial fiber in the lamellipodium has its slow axis oriented parallel to the fiber axis. This anisotropy of protein fibers is caused primarily by form birefringence, which results in the slow axis being parallel to the fiber axis (Oldenbourg et al., 1998) . The radial fibers in the growth cone are composed of actin filaments bundled together by actin-associated proteins. For small protein bundles, the measured retardance magnitude increases linearly with the number of filaments in the bundle (Tran et al., 1995; Oldenbourg et al., 1998) . Using previous measurements of the birefringence of the acrosomal process of Limulus sperm, we found that a single actin filament, including actin-associated proteins, has a retardance of 0.01 Ϯ 0.001 nm (Katoh et al., 1996) . Therefore, using the retardance range of 0.15-0.40 nm for stable radial fibers, we estimate that those fibers in the growth cone of Aplysia bag cell neurons are composed of between 15 and 40 actin filaments. The same range of actin filaments per bundle was observed in growth cones by electron microscopy (Bridgman and Dailey, 1989; Lewis and Bridgman, 1992; Heidemann, 1996) .
Our analysis of f-actin dynamics in the lamellipodium is based in part on the unique capability of the Pol-Scope to measure the number of filaments in bundles dynamically, all along the length of the bundles, and over the whole lamellipodium simultaneously.
Filopodia. Filopodia formation is preceded by the appearance of a birefringent spot, typically located in the outer layer of the leading edge birefringence ( Figure 5 ). The spot grows into a fiber that seems to push the filopodium out of the leading edge. On the basis of electron microscopy studies (Yamada et al., 1971; Lewis and Bridgman, 1992) , filopodia are composed of a central actin bundle wrapped by a sheet of cell membrane material. Thus, filopodia birefringence is a composite of fiber birefringence and the birefringence attributable to membrane structures.
The core or peak retardance of filopodia has typically twice the magnitude of the associated radial fibers seen in the lamellipodium. This enhanced core retardance of filopodia arises from several contributions. In a recent study on microtubule birefringence, we have shown that the peak retardance of a thin fiber is proportional to the mass per unit length of the fiber. Thus, the increased core retardance of filopodia is probably caused by the increase in mass because of the membrane sheet. Adding to the mass per unit length might be an increased number of actin filaments in the filopodia core, because of f-actin promoters in the membrane (Izzard, 1988; Welnhofer et al., 1997) . Finally, filopodia birefringence is enhanced because they are surrounded by medium that has a lower refractive index compared with that in the cytoplasm that surrounds radial fibers (see the APPENDIX).
The second layer of birefringence surrounding the core is caused primarily by diffraction, similar to the subsidiary maxima of axonym images recorded with the Pol-Scope (Oldenbourg et al., 1998) .
Although the birefringence of the filopodia is increased with respect to their associated radial fibers in the lamellipodium, we found that the fluorescence caused by rhodamine-phalloidin staining is noticeably reduced in the filopodia. This might in part be caused by a reduced affinity of the phalloidin stain to f-actin inside filopodia because of the competing binding of actin-associated proteins located in the former cell membrane.
The Leading Edge. The fluorescent-staining experiments have shown that the leading edge of the fixed growth cone does not have an elevated concentration of filamentous actin (Figure 7) . What else contributes then to the birefringent double layer observed near the leading edge?
Although edge birefringence is an important contributor to the birefringent double layer, it is probably not the sole cause of the measured birefringent fine structure at the leading edge (see the APPENDIX). This statement is supported by several observations including the ratio of retardances measured on the cytoplasmic and extracellular side (0.3/0.25 ϭ 1.2), which is significantly smaller than that for a pure refractive index step (0.029/0.015 ϭ 1.9; see the AP-PENDIX). Furthermore, the temporal and spatial variations in the retardance magnitude of the double layer make this ratio even less than one at some locations and for some instances in time. It is therefore likely that specific structures near or in the cell membrane contribute to the measured retardance distribution. The slow axis of these additional contributions seems to be oriented preferentially perpendicular to the edge, because the layer with the perpendicular slow axis orientation shows a higher than expected retardance value. In fact, contributions from the lipid bilayer itself and from membrane proteins that have, for example, ␣-helices spanning the membrane are expected to have slow axis orientations that are perpendicular to the leading edge. Apparently, these structures are highly dynamic and can contribute to the organization of birefringence beyond the leading edge, as exemplified by the birefringent spot preceding filopodia formation.
Birefringent Patches. The space between radial fibers and the transition region toward the central domain shows transient patches of weak birefringence (Figures 1 and 3) . The patches disappear when the cell is treated with cytochalasin B and reappear when this inhibitor of actin polymerization is washed out of the medium (Katoh et al., 1997) . Therefore, we interpret the birefringence in these patches as attributable to the extended actin network, which becomes partially aligned by internal stress and strain. The actin network at rest is composed of filaments that, as a whole, have no or little preferential alignment, and hence the network is not birefringent. In the process of retrograde flow, which involves actively moving the network, it is likely to be distorted, introducing stress birefringence. It seems that network distortions are compatible with all proposed models of molecular mechanisms inducing leading edge advance and retrograde flow (Mitchison and Kirschner, 1988; Smith, 1988; Heidemann et al., 1991; Heidemann, 1996; Mitchison and Cramer, 1996; Welch et al., 1997) .
Dynamics of Birefringence in Lamellipodia
Retrograde Flow. The speed of retrograde flow of birefringent fine structure in the lamellipodium is very similar to the speed of retrograde flow in Aplysia bag cell growth cones reported when using markers in fluorescence and differential interference contrast microscopy (Forscher and Smith, 1988; Smith, 1988) . With the same methods, retrograde flow has been observed in the lamellipodia of other motile cells (Bray and White, 1988; Heath and Holifield, 1991) . Retrograde flow involves the treadmilling of actin (Theriot and Mitchison, 1991; Small, 1994) and also includes the active translocation of the actin network by motor proteins such as myosin (Lin et al., 1996) . Treadmilling describes the well-established phenomenon of actin filaments that add actin monomers to their plus ends (the barbed ends that are found adjacent to attachment points to the cell membrane) and subtract them from their minus ends (generally pointing toward the center of the cell) (Wang, 1985) . In the growth cone, treadmilling contributes to the constant flux of polymerized actin away from the leading edge toward the central domain.
Time-lapsed Pol-Scope images (Movies 1 and 2) demonstrate the frequent fusion and sliding of actin bundles, also described in Figures 5 and 6 . The sliding of one actin bundle down another bundle might in fact be caused by treadmilling and a difference in the polymerization state of the two plus ends of the bundles; one bundle adds actin subunits to its plus end near the leading edge and therefore remains a stable radial fiber, whereas the other bundle separates from the leading edge and looses its ability to add actin monomers to its plus end. Thus, this second bundle moves down the stable bundle, driven by the constant retrograde flux of actin subunits in the stable bundle. As an alternative, actin fibers might glide relative to others based on the action of motor proteins, such as myosin, which is known to be present in the lamellipodium and the leading edge of the growth cone (Bridgman and Dailey, 1989; Wang et al., 1996) .
Generation of Filopodia and Radial Actin Bundles.
We observed the generation of filopodia that is typically preceded by the appearance of a birefringent spot at the leading edge. The birefringent spot suggests that filopodia formation is preceded by the formation of an ordered array of molecular aggregates near the leading edge. The molecular aggregates might be a mixture of actin-associated molecules, such as f-actin promoters, and short actin filaments that then elongate and push the filopodia out the leading edge. As early as 1958, Asakura and Oosawa (1958) suggested that the polymerization of actin is composed of two steps, first the formation of short fragments and then the addition of actin subunits to the fragments.
It is interesting to note that the extension of actin filaments is first directed outward, leading to the formation of a filopodium. The initial extension of a filopodium might be the concerted effect of f-actinnucleating sites and -bundling proteins (e.g., talin and ␣-actinin), both located in the cell membrane at the leading edge. A cluster of nucleating sites leads to the rapid formation of small actin filaments that bundle together and thereby pull in more membrane, leading to the extension of the filopodium. Only after the filopodium has reached a certain length does the polymerization of actin lead to extending the bundle into the lamellipodial region. The growth of radial actin bundles into the lamellipodium possibly involves two mechanisms. 1) The thick actin bundle, which forms in the core of a filopodium, is transported back to the central domain by retrograde flow, whereas its polymerization continues near the tip. 2) The early extension of radial bundles into the lamellipodium might also involve the recruitment of pre-existing actin filaments into the bundle by a zipper-like action mediated by actin-bundling proteins. This second mechanism is suggested by our observation that near the leading edge in a narrow zone of ϳ1-m width, the speed of elongation of the detected end point of a radial bundle exceeds the speed of retrograde flow. When the detectable bundle end point has grown beyond the narrow zone, however, it slows down and moves toward the central domain with the speed of retrograde flow. Subsequently, all structural features in a bundle, like kinks or stretches of increased birefringence, move from the leading edge toward the central domain with the speed of retrograde flow.
Comparison between the Growth Cone Dynamics by Pol-Scope and that by Conventional DIC or Fluorescence Microscopy
In this manuscript, we describe the dynamics of actinbased structures inside living growth cones on the basis of observations made with a newly developed microscope, the Pol-Scope. Although some aspects of growth cone dynamics have been reported previously, based on fluorescence or electron microscopy of labeled or fixed samples or on DIC microscopy of living cells with limited image clarity and less quantitative image information (Goldberg and Burmeister, 1986; Forscher and Smith, 1988; Davis et al., 1992; Welnhofer et al., 1997) , our study has directly demonstrated the dynamics of actin-based structures in living, unstained growth cones. Furthermore, the new method was able to provide quantitative interpretation of molecular organization in the actin bundles. Because birefringence is an optical property of the samples themselves (in this case, the aligned actin filaments), the imaging method using optical anisotropy (birefringence) can unveil mechanisms and behaviors of the dynamic molecular structure noninvasively in living cells. The Pol-Scope also provides exceptionally clear, highly resolved images of cell regions exhibiting birefringence.
APPENDIX
Interpreting the Birefringent Fine Structure of the Leading Edge
The birefringence of the leading edge of living growth cones is caused in part by edge birefringence. Edge birefringence is a general optical phenomenon first recognized by Inoué (1959) and recently analyzed by us using thin flakes of optically isotropic potassium chloride crystals (Oldenbourg, 1991) . According to this analysis, edge birefringence around the perimeter of thin crystal flakes increases linearly with the difference in refractive index between the crystal and the surrounding medium and with the vertical thickness of the crystal. The specific retardance of the double layer, i.e., the retardance per thickness of the crystal flake and per refractive index difference to the medium, is 0.029 on the high-index side and 0.015 on the low-index side of the steep-refractive index gradient.
The double layer at the leading edge of growth cones has the typical features of edge birefringence, including the 90°turn of the slow axis orientation from parallel to the edge on the high-refractive index side to perpendicular to the edge on the low-index side (Figure 2 ). The ratio of retardances measured on the cytoplasmic and extracellular side (0.3/0.25 ϭ 1.2), however, is significantly smaller than that for a pure refractive index step (ratio of specific retardances, 0.029/0.015 ϭ 1.9). The deviation can result from several different possibilities, including the shape of the edge differing from a simple step. Another, more interesting possibility is based on contributions to the birefringent double layer from specific birefringent structures inside or near the plasma membrane (see the DISCUSSION).
Finally, we can estimate the refractive index difference between the cytoplasm and the medium, using the measured average retardance of 0.3 nm (cytoplasmic side) and, as a rough estimate, a cell thickness of 500 nm at the leading edge of the growth cone. By dividing the measured average retardance (0.3 nm) by the specific retardance (0.029) and the cell thickness (500 nm), we obtain a refractive index difference of 0.02 between cytoplasm and medium. This estimate compares well with the refractive index difference of 0.02 derived from measurements of the cytoplasm index of living cells measured in echinoderm eggs (1.36 [Sato et al., 1975; Hiramoto et al., 1981] ) and the refractive index of artificial sea water that is close to 1.34.
